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Lab 1 - Advanced Inter Component Communication
Components generally use @Input and @Output to communicate with each other.
@Input is used by a parent to send data to a child. @Output is used by a child to send
data to a parent as well as raise an event.
This scheme works well. But there is one major limitation. @Input and @Output work
only between immediate parent and child components. If you have deeply nested
components then communication becomes complicated.
In this lab we will understand the problem and find alternative ways to implement inter
component communication.
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Part 1 - Import the Project

In this lab we will work with a typical online retail web site that sells laptops.

O

__1. From the C:\LabFiles folder unzip shop.zip there such that C:\LabFiles\shop folder
is created.
__2. From the command line go to C:\LabFiles\shop.

IO

npm install

N

__3. Run this command to install all dependencies.
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__4. Run this command to install Angular CLI.
npm install -g @angular/cli@7.1.4

__5. Run this command to launch the application.
ng serve --open

EV

__6. You should see this web site. Right now only the layout is done. None of the input
elements do anything.
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Part 2 - Open the Project in IDE

IO

It is highly recommended that you use an IDE like Visual Studio Code (installed in your
machine) or WebStorm to edit code in these labs.
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__1. Using your IDE open the C:\LabFiles\shop folder.

Part 3 - Code Review

We need to focus on understanding the component hierarchy used by this app. It is like
this.

EV

HomeComponent

ToolbarComponent

SearchComponent

MainBodyComponent

SortingComponent

CartComponent
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Please refer back to this diagram whenever you need to know the hierarchy.
Starting from the top go through the code and template for each component to get
familiar with them.

Part 4 - Understand the Problem
Take a moment to mentally implement the search function. How will you do it using
@Input and @Output. This is how it will go.
1. When user clicks the Search button SearchComponent needs to raise an event
using @Output. The event will have the search text as payload.
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2. ToolbarComponent needs to handle the event from its template. From this event
handler it will need to re-raise the event using @Output.
3. HomeComponent needs to handle this event from the template. From the event
handle it needs to save the search text in a member variable. It needs to set the
search text as an input to MainBodyComponent.

O

4. MainBodyComponent needs to define an @Input for the search text. It needs to
supply the same value as input to CatalogComponent.

IO

N

5. CatalogComponent needs to define an @Input for the search text. It also needs to
detect a change in the search text so that it can apply the search when the value
changes.
Now you see how complicated this can get.
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Sorting will involve a similar problem.

Also, when you add an item to cart we ProductCardComponent needs to communicate
the event to the CartComponent so that it can update the item count. This will involve
similar complications.

Part 5 - Devising a Solution

EV

In this lab we will implement the search and sorting function using direct access to parent
and child instances. For example, this is how the search function will work.
1. HomeComponent will obtain a reference to the MainBodyComponent which will
have a reference to CatalogComponent.
2. SearchComponent will obtain a reference to the HomeComponent and from there
the CatalogComponent. It can then directly ask the CatalogComponent to apply
the search.
Sorting will work the same way.
For adding to cart we will use the Subject API. We will do that in the next lab.
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Part 6 - Implement Search Function
__1. Open src/app/catalog/catalog.component.ts.
__2. Add this function to the class.
applySearch(searchText: string) {
let reg = new RegExp(searchText, 'i')

}

this.displayCatalog = this.masterCatalog.filter(p =>
reg.test(p.name) || reg.test(p.description))
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__3. Save changes.

__4. Open src/app/main-body/main-body.component.ts.

__5. Change the import statements as shown in bold face below.

__6. Add a member variable like this.
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@ViewChild(CatalogComponent)
catalogComponent: CatalogComponent

N

O

import { Component, OnInit, ViewChild } from '@angular/core';
import { CatalogComponent } from '../catalog/catalog.component';

__7. Save changes. This will locate the CatalogComponent from the immediate children.
__8. Open src/app/home/home.component.ts.
__9. Change the import statements.

EV

import { Component, OnInit, ViewChild } from '@angular/core';
import { MainBodyComponent } from '../main-body/main-body.component';

__10. Add a new member variable to the class like this.
@ViewChild(MainBodyComponent)
mainBody: MainBodyComponent

__11. Save changes.
__12. Open src/app/search/search.component.ts.
__13. Add an import statement.
import { HomeComponent } from '../home/home.component';
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__14. Inject the HomeComponent instance from the constructor.
constructor(private homeComponent:HomeComponent) { }

You can obtain any ancestor component this way. It doesn’t have to be an immediate
parent.
__15. In the applySearch() function directly use the CatalogComponent as shown in bold
face below.
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applySearch(txt: string) {
this.homeComponent.mainBody.catalogComponent.applySearch(txt)
}

__16. Save changes.

O

Part 7 - Test
__1. Stop ng serve if it is running.

N

__2. Run ng serve again.
__4. Try searching for these texts:
professional – Has 2 hits

•

basic – Has 3 hits

•

1000 GB – Has 1 hit
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__3. Refresh the browser showing the app. Or go to http://localhost:4200/.

Part 8 - Implement Sorting

__1. Open src/app/catalog/catalog.component.ts.

EV

__2. Add a new function to the class like this.
applySorting(sortType:string) {
this.displayCatalog = this.displayCatalog.sort((a, b) : number => {
if (sortType === "price-low-high") {
return a.price - b.price
} else if (sortType === "price-high-low") {
return b.price - a.price
} else if (sortType === "rating") {
return b.rating - a.rating
} else {
return 0
}
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}

})

__3. Save changes.
__4. Open src/app/sorting/sorting.component.ts.
__5. Add this import statement.
import { HomeComponent } from '../home/home.component';
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__6. Inject the HomeComponent like this.

constructor(private homeComponent:HomeComponent) { }

O

__7. Change the applySorting() function like this.

N

applySorting(sortType: string) {
console.log(sortType)
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__8. Save changes.

IO

this.homeComponent.mainBody.catalogComponent.applySorting(sortType)
}

Part 9 - Test

__1. Refresh the browser.

__2. Choose a different sort option. Make sure that the page shows products properly
sorted.

EV

Part 10 - You Got – Tight Coupling

Sure our solution is faster to implement than if we had used @Input and @Output. But
there is a downside compared to that approach. Now our code is very much dependent on
the hierarchy of the components. Example:
this.homeComponent.mainBody.catalogComponent.applySorting(sortType)

If the hierarchy changes a bit, such as, if we move the CatalogComponent inside another
component then our code will break. This proves that our code has tight coupling.
The root cause of tight coupling is the fact that @ViewChild only locates immediate
children and not descendants. But fortunately with dependency injection we can locate
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any ancestor component. We can take advantage of this to make our code less brittle.
Let’s do that now.
__1. Open src/app/home/home.component.ts.
We will have HomeComponent directly keep a reference to CatalogComponent.
__2. Add this import:
import { CatalogComponent } from '../catalog/catalog.component';

__3. Add a member variable like this.
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catalogComponent: CatalogComponent

__4. You can delete the mainBody variable. We no longer need that.

N

__5. Save changes.

O

@ViewChild(MainBodyComponent)
mainBody: MainBodyComponent

IO

__6. Open src/app/catalog/catalog.component.ts.

This component will set the catalogComponent property of HomeComponent.
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__7. Add the import.

import { HomeComponent } from '../home/home.component';

__8. In the constructor inject HomeComponent like this.

EV

constructor(private catalogSvc:CatalogService,
private homeComponent:HomeComponent) {
//Register ourself with home
this.homeComponent.catalogComponent = this
}

__9. Save changes.

__10. Open src/app/search/search.component.ts.
__11. Change applySearch() like this.
applySearch(txt: string) {
this.homeComponent.catalogComponent.applySearch(txt)
}
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Now there could be any number of components between HomeComponent and
CatalogComponent. Our code will still work. This is how we achieve looser coupling.
__12. Save changes.
__13. Open src/app/sorting/sorting.component.ts.
__14. Make similar change to applySorting().
applySorting(sortType: string) {
this.homeComponent.catalogComponent.applySorting(sortType)
}
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__15. Save changes.
Now the intermediary components like MainBodyComponent do not need to keep
reference to this children.
__16. Open src/app/main-body/main-body.component.ts.

__18. Save changes.

N
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Part 11 - Test

IO

@ViewChild(CatalogComponent)
catlogComponent: CatalogComponent

O

__17. Delete these lines.

__1. Restart ng serve just to be sure.
__2. Refresh the browser.

__3. Make sure searching and sorting is still working.

EV

Part 12 - Review

In this lab we used direct access to parent and children to simplify implementation of the
search and sort functions. The @Input and @Outrput based approach would have a lot
more work.
Another advantage of direct access to parent or child is that we can call their methods.
For example here we are calling the applySearch() method of CatalogComponent from
SearchComponent.
Direct access can lead to tight coupling. A slight change in the design of the page can
break your code. We investigated a solution to that problem.
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Lab 2 - Advanced Component Techniques
In this lab we will learn these topics:
•

Content projection

•

Working with the host element

Part 1 - The Business Problem
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We will develop a reusable popup menu component. Once developed we can use this
component in any application. In our ongoing application we will use it to show a list of
social media sharing options.

Part 2 - Design the Solution

A menu has no idea what content will be displayed within it. A reusable component like
that needs to accept its contents from outside sources. This is why we have content
projection in Angular.

EV

We also need to position a popup menu where user has clicked. This can be done
applying CSS style to the host element. Host element is the top most element created for
a component.

Part 3 - Create the Popup Menu Component
__1. From the command line go to the C:\LabFiles\shop folder.
__2. Run this command to create the component.
ng g c popup-menu
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Part 4 - Style the Host Element
We need to position the popup menu where the mouse was clicked. This can be done by
using absolute positioning. We will also show a black border around the menu. All of this
requires that we define CSS style for the host element of the component.
__1. Open src/app/popup-menu/popup-menu.component.css.
__2. Add this style.
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:host {
border: 1px solid black;
position: absolute;
z-index: 999;
cursor: pointer;
background: white;
}

O

Here we use the :host pseudo class to refer to the DOM element for the popup menu
component.

IO

Part 5 - Design the Template

N

__3. Save changes.

We will let the parent component of a popup menu supply the title and menu items. This
can be done using content projection.
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__1. Open src/app/popup-menu/popup-menu.component.html.
__2. Add the two content placeholders as shown below.
<ng-content select=".title"></ng-content>
<ng-content select=".items"></ng-content>

A parent will supply the actual content for these placeholders.

EV

__3. Save changes.

Part 6 - Code the Component
__1. Open src/app/popup-menu/popup-menu.component.ts.
__2. Change the import statement to import a few additional names.
import { Component, OnInit, HostBinding, HostListener, Input } from
'@angular/core';

To dynamically position the menu we need to set the style.top and style.left CSS
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properties of the host element. This is achieved via @HostBinding.
__3. Add these member variables to the class.
@HostBinding("style.top") y = "0px"
@HostBinding("style.left") x = "0px"

__4. Similarly, add this variable to control the visibility of the menu.
@HostBinding("style.visibility") visibility = "hidden"
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__5. Add another variable to control the width of the menu. We will use @Input here
which will allow the parent to change the width if they need to.
@Input() @HostBinding("style.width") width = "200px"

O

__6. Save changes.

IO

open(e:MouseEvent) {
this.x = `${e.pageX}px`
this.y = `${e.pageY}px`

N

__7. Add these two functions that a parent can call to open and close the menu.
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this.visibility = "visible"
e.stopPropagation()
}

close() {
this.visibility = "hidden"
}

EV

These functions simply update the member variables. Because of host binding Angular
automatically applies the changes to the bound CSS properties. This saves a lot of tedious
coding.
Important: We need to stop propagation of the mouse event from the open() method.
Otherwise the event will bubble up and fire the click event of the document. This will
interfere with what we are about to do next.
We should close the menu if user clicks anywhere in the page. This can be done using
@HostListener.
__8. Add this function to the class.
@HostListener('document:click')
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public onDocumentClick() {
if (this.visibility === "visible") {
this.close()
}
}

__9. Save changes.
Our menu component is now complete. We will now use it from our application. Most of
the work will be done in ProductCardComponent.
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Part 7 - Add the Share Button

__1. Open src/app/product-card/product-card.component.html.

__2. Below the add to cart button add the share button as shown in bold face below.

O

<a href class="btn btn-primary">Add to Cart</a>
<img src="assets/share.svg" class="share" (click)=openMenu($event)/>

N

We will develop the openMenu() function later.
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__4. Add this rule.

IO

__3. Open src/app/product-card/product-card.component.css.

img.share {
width: 30px;
height: 30px;
margin-left: 10px;
}

__5. Save changes.

EV

__6. Restart ng serve and refresh the browser. Make sure that the share button looks
good.
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Part 8 - Define the Menu Content
__1. Open src/app/product-card/product-card.component.html.
__2. Below all the lines add the menu as shown in bold face.
<div class="card mb-3">
...
</div>

IO
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<app-popup-menu>
<p class="title">Share with others</p>
<div class="items">
<p (click)="share('facebook')">
<img src="assets/facebook.svg"/> Facebook
</p>
<p (click)="share('twitter')">
<img src="assets/twitter.svg"/> Twitter
</p>
<p (click)="share('instagram')">
<img src="assets/instagram.svg"/> Instagram
</p>
<p (click)="share('email')">
<img src="assets/email.svg"/> E-mail
</p>
</div>
</app-popup-menu>
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We supply the content to the popup menu component using the title and items class. That
is what is expected in by the popup menu. Check the template of the popup menu
component to verify this.
__3. Save changes.

__4. Open src/app/product-card/product-card.component.css.
__5. Add these rules.

EV

.title {
margin: 0px;
padding: 10px;
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
.items p {
margin: 0px;
padding: 10px;
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
.items p:hover {
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color: white;
background: black;
}
.items p img {
width: 20px;
height: 20px;
margin-right: 5px;
}
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__6. Save changes.

Part 9 - Use the Menu

We will now write the code to open the menu and deal with menu item clicks.
__1. Open src/app/product-card/product-card.component.ts.

O

__2. Add the imports shown in bold face.

IO

N

import { Component, OnInit, Input, ViewChild } from '@angular/core';
import { PopupMenuComponent } from '../popup-menu/popup-menu.component';

__3. Add a member variable to lookup the menu component from the template.
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@ViewChild(PopupMenuComponent) menu:PopupMenuComponent

__4. Add the openMenu() function to the class.
openMenu(e: MouseEvent) {
this.menu.open(e)
}

EV

__5. Add the share() function like this. We have used this function in the template to deal
with menu item click.
share(target:string) {
console.log("Sharing %s with: %s",
this.product.name, target)
}

__6. Save changes.
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Part 10 - Test
__1. Restart ng serve to be safe.
__2. Refresh the browser or go to http://localhost:4200/.
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__3. Click the share icon for a product. Make sure that the menu opens up like shown
below.
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Part 11 - Review

IO

__4. Click an item in the menu. Make sure the Console shows the right log message.

In this lab we built a reusable popup menu component. It took very little coding to do
that. And yet we have created quite a flexible solution with these features:
The user of the popup menu (the parent) can supply any content that will be
shown in the menu. This is achieved with content projection.

•

The parent can style the menu item any way it wants.

•

Menu item click events are handled the usual Angular way.

EV

•
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